Exchange of a single amino acid interconverts the specific activity and gel mobility of human and rat ciliary neurotrophic factors.
Human and rat ciliary neurotrophic factors (CNTF), which share 85% sequence identity, promote the survival of chicken embryo ciliary ganglia neurons in vitro, but display a 4-5-fold difference in specific activity. To explore the origin of this difference and gain insight into the structural organization of CNTF, we created chimeric proteins of these two species. Surprisingly, we found that the differences in two apparently unrelated properties, gel mobility and specific activity, resided in a single amino acid. Substituting arginine residue 63 of rat CNTF into the human sequence created a protein with the properties of rat CNTF. Conversely, substituting the human CNTF glutamine residue 63 into rat CNTF generated a protein with the properties of human CNTF. Binding experiments confirmed that the distinct specific activities of human and rat CNTF and their chimeras reside in structural differences among these ligands rather than species differences in their receptors. Alanine substitution (Q63A) had no effect on the properties of human CNTF, whereas the R63A substitution reduced both the gel mobility and the specific activity of rat CNTF. Finally, a Q95R substitution at a different position of human CNTF had no effect on its properties. These results demonstrate that Arg-63 is both specific and critical in determining the structural differences of human and rat CNTF.